3 of
the
best
CALF COMPRESSION

UNDER £35

2XU VECTR
CUSHION FULL
LENGTH SOCK

£30 Designed not only to compress
for recovery, these also come with
X-LOCK technology for plantar
fascia and shin protection during
your run. Zonal mesh and
cushioning securely hold the
foot in place. 2xu.com

UNDER £45

CEP RUN
COMPRESSION
SOCKS 3.0

£44.95 Primed to stimulate active
recovery during or after running,
these long compression socks
from CEP have a structured
geometry to optimise blood supply
and comfort. cepsports.co.uk

RHA
TRUECONNECT 2
£129.95 RHA, official supplier for British Triathlon,
launch their new durable, sweat-proof earbuds

UNDER £130

RIIXO
CALF CUFF

£128.99 The innovative Riixo cuffs
work to compress your calves while
further reducing inflammation and
tightness. No need to plug into
an energy source, the cuffs function
by either heating or freezing
before use. riixo.com

Released as earbuds for everyday
and active use, the TrueConnect 2s
boast a host of improvements over
their predecessor.
Aimed at endurance athletes,
the new model claims a longer
44hr battery life, improved
durability, and more
microphones for noise
isolation and call clarity.
Touted as ‘Scottishweather proof’ (an IP55
sweat- and splash-proof rating
should make them functional for
outdoor training sessions at any
temperature down to -20°c)
Glasgow-based audio company RHA

says the TC2s focus is on sound
clarity and fit, creating ‘technology
that connects’. The TC2s also
include simple track and volume
touch controls, seven different ear
tip sizes, and each bud is said to
weigh just 6g apiece.
The buds are built with
Bluetooth 5 technology,
which RHA say provide
reliable connectivity and
clear, immersive audio with
a focus on quality.
We’ll be testing the safety of the
noise-isolating earbuds on busy
Bristol streets soon, with a full
review to follow. rha-audio.com
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